
Monday 
Engage:One Good Thing 
Bellwork/Explore:  

● Turn in syllabus if you have not yet. 
● You have 10 minutes to finish journal writing from friday: Why or why not do you like 

writing? 
Communicate: 
Volunteers to share journals? 
Briefly cover what makes a complete sentence. (Subject, verb, complete thought) 
Go over the four types of sentences: 

Declarative (.) A statement. Ex: This tea is cold. I am sick and tired. 
Imperative (.) A command. Ex: Make my tea. Run. Wake up. 
Interrogative (?) A question, like when you interrogate. Ex: What day is it? Are cats or 

dogs better?  
Exclamatory (!) Something that is meant to be shouted. Ex:Where am I! Don’t do that! 

It’s Friday! 
 

Empower: Come up with your own sentences, using two of each of the four sentence 
types for a total of 8 sentences. DUE TOMORROW! 
Launch: Did you hear about the joke about pizza? 
 

Tuesday 
Engage: One good thing. 
 
Bellwork/Explore: On the board, write the shortest, COMPLETE sentence you can think of.  
 

● Communicate: Go over sentences written on board. 
■ Hand out the article of School Uniforms. 
■ Hand out paragraph worksheet 
■ Hand out outline of uniforms. 
■ As a class, begin writing essay an essay for uniforms by reading article 

and planning it out what 3 paragraphs will be about.  
 

Empower: Fill in the topic sentences and thesis statement of outline AFTER reading article. 
 
Launch: What does a nosey pepper do? 
 
 

Wednesday 
 
Engage: One good thing. 
 
Explore: Journal: “Write a story where you find out you have a billion dollars” 



 
Communicate: Go over what is in a paragraph using the paragraph worksheet. Go over 
paragraphs 1 and 2 as a class.  
 
Empower: Paragraph 3 is to be done on your own. Due tomorrow. 
Launch: What do you call a fake noodle? 
 

 
 
  



Thursday 
Engage: One good thing. 
 
Explore: Share Journals From yesterday. 
 
Communicate:  As a class fill in body paragraphs 1 and 2 of School Uniforms on your outline. 
 
Empower: Fill out the 3rd paragraph on the outline worksheet. 
 
Launch: What happens if you eat yeast and shoe polish? 
 

 
Friday 
Engage: One good thing. 
 
BELLWORK/Explore: In your journal, write what is the most important thing in your life and tell 
me why. Give me a story. How did you stumble upon this belief? 
 
Communicate: Watch youtube video over types of hooks: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rnq17dyxyu4 
As a class, fill in the outline portion of the intro paragraph. 

  
Empower: Come up with your own way to hook the reader and fill out the intro paragraph 
portion of your outline. 
 
Launch: What do you all a parade of rabbits hopping backwards? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rnq17dyxyu4

